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Abstract — Layered software architecture has been used to 

increase code portability and reduce development times during the 

Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC). The main objective of the 

EMIDSS-4 project is to develop a reliable and scalable hardware and 

software layered architecture for data acquisition in nanosatellites. 

An iterative hardware/software co-design approach was employed, 

transitioning from an FPGA architecture to an NXP-based 

microcontroller. The results demonstrate that the new architecture 

provides continuous and adaptable data acquisition capabilities, 

enhancing the long-term viability of the project. In conclusion, this 

study contributes to the field of space exploration and lays the 

foundation for future research in nanosatellites. 

 

Keywords — Nanosatellite, Microcontroller, FPGA, PCB, Sensor, 

Software/Hardware architecture, AUTOSAR. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ver the years, the accessibility to innovation and technology 

has enabled universities to invest in space exploration.  

Nanosatellites aside from a lower weight and cost are more 

affordable to launch into orbit and have a shorter development 

cycle compared to conventional satellites [1]. A main advantage of 

nanosatellites is that they are launched in low circular or elliptical 

orbits (with altitudes between 400 and 650 km) and travel at a 

speed of 8 km per second. By orbiting closer to the Earth, they not 

only guarantee optimum conditions for land observation or 

communications but are also better protected from solar and 

cosmic radiation [2]. The Experimental Module for the Iterative 

Design for Satellite Subsystems (EMIDSS), a collaboration 

between the National Autonomous University of Mexico 

(UNAM), the National Polytechnic Institute (IPN) and the Western 

Institute of Technology and Higher Education (ITESO) focuses on 

the remote sensing of the environment as part of NASA´s Mission 

FY 23 Balloon Campaign.  

EMIDSS has undergone three previous versions prior to its 

latest edition, EMIDSS-4. The third version, EMIDSS-3, 

employed a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) architecture, 

utilizing an iterative hardware/software co-design approach to 

create a nanosatellite [3]. This implementation successfully 

addressed the challenges of data acquisition, allowing an efficient 

capture and processing of diverse variables such as temperature, 

pressure, moisture, and air quality. However, it became evident 

that the FPGA-based solution lacked scalability over time, 

hindering its long-term viability due to the lack of documentation, 

which made it difficult to implement and adapt for future 

requirements. Consequently, the EMIDSS-4 project aims to 

develop a reliable and scalable software and hardware architecture 

by transitioning from FPGA to a microcontroller based on NXP 

architecture [4] to promote continuous and adaptable data 

acquisition capabilities.   

 

This document is organized as follows: Section II outlines the 

proposed system design and specifics sensor integration. Section 

III discusses the implications of these results, draws conclusions 

about the potential applicability of the Printed Circuit Board 

(PCB) in future satellite missions, and outlines the future 

trajectory of the research. Section IV contains the overall 

concluding remarks. 

 

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

A) HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE 
 
The hardware architecture of the EMIDSS-4 satellite project is 

based on the following components: 
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• Microcontroller Selection 

 

The EMIDSS-4 project utilizes the FSM32k144 

microcontroller manufactured by NXP as the central 

processing unit for the satellite's hardware. This 

microcontroller features an ARM Cortex-M4 core, providing 

the necessary computational capabilities and peripheral 

integration required for effective satellite operations.  

 

• Sensor Integration 

 

 To sense the environment a diverse set of sensors were 

implemented. The integrated sensors are described below: 

 

➢ SGP40-D-R4 Air Quality Sensor: Enables accurate 

measurement of air quality parameters, particularly 

volatile organic compounds (VOCs) including CO2 

(ppm) readings and total volatile organic compounds 

(TVOC) [ppb], contributing to a comprehensive 

understanding of the environmental conditions [5]. 

➢ MS860702BA01-50 Humidity and Temperature 

Sensor: Provides precise readings of humidity air 

percentage and temperature (Celsius degrees) levels, 

facilitating analysis of environmental changes and 

their impact on various ecosystems [6]. 

➢ MS5803-14BA Pressure Sensor: Allows accurate 

measurement of atmospheric pressure (Millibars). This 

data is valuable for applications such as weather 

monitoring and altitude determination [7]. 

➢ FSM300 IMU Sensor: Incorporates accelerometers, 

gyroscopes, and magnetometers to capture motion and 

orientation data represented in Euler vector. This 

sensor integration enhances the satellite capabilities, 

enabling applications such as attitude control and 

orientation tracking [8]. 

 

• Data Storage and Communication 

 

To ensure efficient data storage and communication, the 

hardware architecture incorporates the SST26VF032B-104V/SM 

SPI memory module. This module provides ample storage 

capacity and high-speed data transfer capabilities, enabling 

reliable storage of sensor readings. Additionally, the architecture 

incorporates communication modules compatible with the PC104 

protocol, allowing seamless interaction and data exchange with 

other satellite modules. 

 

“Fig. 1” shows a block diagram of the hardware architecture. 

 

 
Fig. 1. EMIDDS-4 Hardware Architecture. 

B) SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE  
 

The foundation of the EMIDSS-4 software architecture is based 

on AUTOSAR 4.4, a standard used in the automotive industry to 

distinguish the highest abstraction level between three software 

layers: application software (ASW), runtime environment (RTE), 

and basic software (BSW) which run on a microcontroller [4]. The 

main scope of the software in this project is to control the 

information collected and stored in memory by the wake-up and 

sleep mode sensors. The ASW layer contains the algorithm that 

manages the sensor readings and stores the data in a flash memory. 

The architecture does not use the RTE layer, instead it uses the  

Interface (IF) module to connect SWC with the BSW, and then 

BSW uses the module SERV to communicate with the 

Microcontroller Abstraction Layer (MAL) module to modify 

registers as shown in “Fig. 2”. 

 
 

Fig. 2. Software Architecture EMIDDS-4 
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A. Application Software (ASW) 

 

This module controls the read sequences of the information 

from the sensors. The application layer of the project includes a 

comprehensive suite of sensors and a memory described in Table 

I, such as an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), air quality, 

temperature, humidity and pressure sensors, and a flash memory; 

all consolidated within a software component module. This 

module serves as a central hub for data acquisition, processing, 

and saving data by enabling the precise tracking and monitoring 

device motion and various environmental factors. Seamless 

communication with the IF block of the basic software module 

guarantees efficient data transfer and streamlined integration, 

allowing the system to generate real-time insights. 

 

TABLE I.  PAYLOAD SENSORS 

ITEM PART NUMBER COMMUNICATION 

PROTOCOL 

IMU BNO55 9-DOF I2C 

TEMP AND HUM. 

SENSOR 

MS860702BA01-50 I2C 

AQS SGP40 I2C 

PRESSURE SENSOR MS5803-14BA I2C 

FLASH MEMORY SST26VF032B SPI 

 

 

 

The block diagram shown in “Fig. 3” illustrates the flow of the 

project's application layer design. Initially, the microcontroller 

peripherals, memory, and four sensors specific to this project are 

initialized. Subsequently, at regular one-minute intervals, the 

microcontroller's integrated Real-Time Clock (RTC) generates an 

interruption, causing the microcontroller to awaken and read each 

sensor. The collected data is internally stored within a data 

structure, and once all the necessary data is gathered, it is 

transferred and stored on a 32 Mbit flash memory. To prevent data 

loss, the corresponding algorithm regularly checks if the memory 

is full. If it reaches full capacity, the algorithm begins overwriting 

the data from the starting point. However, based on the expected 

data volume and the memory's capacity, it is projected that there 

will be no need for overwriting the memory. Following the 

successful storage of information, the microcontroller reverts to a 

sleep mode until the next RTC interrupt is received, allowing the 

algorithmic flow to continue working seamlessly. 

 

 
 Fig. 3. Software Implementation Flow Diagram. 

 

B. Basic Software (BSW) 

 

The BSW contains the module interfaces that are independent 

of the microcontroller and the driver for every sensor by 

connecting with the MAL to send the command and establish 

communication. Every sensor has its own module to control the 

initialization and deinitialization states. These modules pass by 

reference a structure with temperature, pressure, and humidity 

values to be processed by ASW. Then, BSW is divided into 

different modules, each one handling a different nature of tasks: 

 

• COM module - handles the interface between I2C, UART 

and SPI protocols. Within the COM module, the baud 

rate, stop bit, chip select, or DMA control can be changed.  

• MEM module - contains the flash memory driver. After 

sensors send the value measurement, the MEM module 

stores the information in blocks of 32 bits. 

• IO module - handles all the digital input and output 

peripherals. 
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C.  Microcontroller Abstraction Layer (MAL) 

 

The microcontroller abstraction layer contains the driver 

abstraction for every register of the microcontroller. It is highly 

dependent on the microcontroller provided by the NXP library. In 

MAL, all General Purpose I/O registers (GPIO) are set depending 

on their alternative function that enables the mode for the 

corresponding input/output as described in Table II. 

TABLE II.  GPIO CONFIGURATIONS 

ΜC PIN PORT/PIN PERIPHERAL SIGNAL 

22 D7 LPUART2 TX 

23 D6 LPUART2 RX 

48 A2 LPI2C0 SDA 

47 A3 LPI2C0 SCL 

18 B5 LPSPI0 CE 

19 B4 LPSPI0 MOSI 

31 B3 LPSPI0 MISO 

32 B2 LPSPI0 SCK 

25 C1 GPIO USER LED 

43 B12 GPIO AIR QUALITY SENSOR ENABLE 

44 D4 GPIO IMU SENSOR ENABLE 

45 D3 GPIO PRESSURE SENSOR ENABLE 

46 D2 GPIO HUMIDITY SENSOR ENABLE 

1 D1 GPIO PUSH BUTTON USER 

 

D. Hardware Test 

 

Once the ASW was defined, a separate code was developed to 

monitor the interaction between the hardware and software, where 

the hardware test originated. This program includes routines to test 

the peripherals inputs, outputs, and communication buses. It 

changes as the integrated button on the card is pressed, 

transitioning between operational states, and a sequence of LED 

blinking indicates the current state of the board. 

III. RESULTS 

 

The PCB shown in “Fig 4” was subsequently transported to the 

IPN laboratory for integration into the EMIDSS-4 “Fig 5”. 

 

Fig. 4. Printed Circuit Board. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. EMIDSS-4 with the integrated PCB. 

 

 

Communication between the microcontroller and sensor by the 

I2C protocol was successful, as evidenced by the acknowledge bit 

sent to the microcontroller shown in “Fig. 6”. This demonstrates 

that communication is established between the devices.    

 

 

 
Fig. 6. I2C Frame Communication. 
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

In conclusion, the study presents a proposal in the domain of 

data acquisition by developing a dependable and scalable 

hardware and software layered architecture. The transition from 

FPGA to a microcontroller-based solution has successfully 

addressed the portability, reliability, scalability of the previous 

architecture, resulting in continuous and adaptable data acquisition 

capabilities. The seamless integration of diverse sensors and the 

implementation of a layered software architecture have facilitated 

a highly efficient modular approach in managing the control, 

storage, and processing of sensor data. This research contributes 

to the development of nanosatellites by establishing a foundation 

for future studies and implementation in data acquisition methods, 

creating new opportunities for scientific research. 
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